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Abstract: Whole genome alignment programs use exact string matching with hash tables to quickly identify
high scoring fragments between a query and target sequence around which a full alignment is then built. In a
recent large-scale comparison of alignment programs called Alignathon it was discovered that while evolutionary
similar genomes were easy to align, divergent genomes still posed a challenge to existing methods. As a first step
to fill this gap we explore the use of more exact methods to identify high scoring fragments which we then pass
on to a standard pipeline. We identify such segments between two whole genome sequences with the maximum
scoring subsequence instead of hash tables. This is computationally extremely expensive and so we employ the
parallelism of a Graphics Processing Unit to speed it up. We split the query genome into several fragments and
determine its best match to the target with a previously published GPU algorithm for aligning short reads to
a genome sequence. We then pass such high scoring fragments on to the LASTZ program which extends the
fragment to obtain a more complete alignment. Upon evaluation on simulated data, where the true alignment
is known, we see that this method gives an average of at least 20% higher accuracy than the alignment given
by LASTZ at the expense of a few hours of additional runtime. We make our source code freely available at
web.njit.edu/\~usman/MSGA.
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1 Introduction

Whole genome sequence alignment can identify evolutionary mechanisms at the genome level such as inversions and
transpositions[1], conserved functional elements in non-coding regions [2], cis-regulatory regions [3], and non-coding
RNAs [4]. An exact alignment approach for two large genome sequences is computationally unfeasible both in speed
and space. Instead modern tools such as LASTZ [5] rely on substring matches with hash-tables to identify high scoring
segments around which a larger alignment is then built [6, 7, 5, 8, 9]. In a recent large-scale study of whole genome
alignment programs called Alignathon [10] it was discovered that evolutionary divergent sequences posed a challenge
to existing programs.

Genome alignment programs search for best substring matches between two sequences Q (query) and T (target)
using hash-tables for fast lookup. To allow for mismatches and gaps they use spaced seeds [11]. While these allow for
a limited number of mismatches and gaps they can pose a challenge for higher evolutionary rates. We explore a method
to overcome this limitation in this paper. We split the query genome into short fragments and align each to the target the
maximum scoring subsequence. We perform this with the expectation that the maximum scoring subsequence, which
is similar to Smith-Waterman local alignment, will capture high scoring fragments missed by the hash-tables. This,
however, is extremely computationally expensive and so we use the parallelism of a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) to
speed this up. We then pass our high scoring segments to LASTZ for downstream processing to obtain a full alignment.

In related work there have been several Smith Waterman implementations on GPUs for protein database search
[12, 13, 14, 15]. For the problem of whole genome sequence alignment the Darwin platform [16] proposes new
algorithms for whole genome alignment with constant memory on an FPGA and algorithms for short read mapping.
The SW# [17] and CUDAlign [18] programs propose GPU implementations of Smith-Waterman for whole genome
sequence alignment. However, their accuracy is unclear and their method is likely to miss inversions and transpositions
since they perform Smith-Waterman on whole genomes instead of fragments.

Our approach is different from previous ones since we basically use a short read alignment method to compare
fragments across two genomes. Since short read alignment programs are based on hash-tables we don’t expect an
improvement over existing whole genome alignment programs unless an exact method for short read alignment is used.
Thus, our motivation for using MaxSSmap which is a previously published short read aligner based on a more exact
alignment called the maximum scoring subsequence alignment.

We study our method on simulated multiple genome alignments from the Alignathon study [10]. We extract all
pairwise alignments as well as the true ones from there. This serves as a benchmark to compare our method against the
popular LASTZ program [5]. We show considerable improvements in the alignment accuracy given by our method at
the expense of a few hours of additional compute time.

2 Methods

Before describing our method we define a maximum scoring subsequence alignment, which is basically a gapless local
sequence alignment.

2.1 Maximum scoring subsequence alignment

The maximum scoring subsequence for a sequence of real numbers {x1, x2, ..., xn} is defined to be the contiguous
subsequence {xi, ..., xj} that maximizes the sum xi + ...+ xj (0 ≤ i, j ≤ n). We can determine this with the following
simple algorithm [19, 20]:

In order to apply this to sequence alignment consider two sequences Q and T where |Q| = m, |T | = n, and m ≤ n.
We begin at index i = 0 and find the maximum scoring subsequence between substrings Q0...m−1 and Ti...i+m−1

for all values of i = 0...n−m . By treating the match and mismatch scores as a sequence of numbers we can apply
Algorithm 1 to find the maximum scoring subsequence for all values of i while keeping track of the best score and
subsequence. See Figure 1 for a toy illustration.

We summarize this in Algorithm 2. Now that we have described how to determine the maximum scoring subsequence
alignment between two sequences we are ready to present our genome alignment method.



Algorithm 1 Maximum scoring subsequence
Input: Set of number x0, x1, ..., xn−1

Output: Contiguous subsequence M = {xi, ..., xj} that maximizes the sum max = xi + ...+ xj

Procedure:
Let M = {}, C = {},max = 0, curr = 0
for i = 0 to n− 1 do

if curr + xi > max then
M = M ∪ xi, M = C,max = curr

else
if curr + xi > 0 then
C = C ∪ xi,curr = curr + xi

else
C = {},curr = 0

end if
end if

end for

Consider the two sequences below:

 A A C G A T
 C A G A A G G A T G A A T C C A T
-4+5-4-4+5-4

Initial maximum scoring subsequence shown in underlined red is 
10-8=2. We move the top sequence forward one step at a time
while keeping track of the best subsequence and its score.

  A A C G A T
C A G A A G G A T G A A T C C A T
  5-4-4-4-4-4

In this example the best subsequence is at position 3 with a
score of 25-4=21.

      A A C G A T
C A G A A G G A T G A A T C C A T
      5+5-4+5+5+5

Figure 1 Toy illustration of Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2 Maximum scoring subsequence alignment
Input: DNA sequences Q and T where |Q| = m, |T | = n, and m ≤ n, match cost m, mismatch cost mm
Output: Maximum scoring subsequence between Q and T
Procedure:

for i = 0 to n− 1 do
1. Consider the sequence of match and mismatch scores xi,∀i = 0...n−m by aligning Q0...m−1 to Ti...i+m−1.
2. Call Algorithm 1 with input xi,∀i = 0...n−m, let curr be the maximum score obtained.
if curr > max then
max = curr

end if
end for

2.2 Maximum scoring subsequence genome alignment

In Figure 2 we describe the essential steps of our method. We start with the query genome (arbitrarily chosen) and
create fragments all of a fixed length and separated by a specified step length. We then align each fragment in parallel



to the target genome with our previously published program MaxSSmap [21]. The MaxSSmap program divides the
genome into fragments and returns the one with the best maximum scoring subsequence alignment against the read
(using Algorithm 2). In order to speed this up the MaxSSmap program determines the maximum scoring subsequence
alignment to all fragments in parallel on a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).

We then pass the best maximum scoring subsequence alignments as high scoring fragments to LASTZ for
downstream analysis. LASTZ extends each high scoring segment to determine a larger alignment. We describe the full
method in Algorithm 3.

1. Split query genome into 
fragments with a sliding window

2. To find the maximum scoring subsequence between the query fragment 
and target genome sequence we use Algorithm 2. We run the algorithm 
between the query fragment and fragments of the target in parallel.

Query genome 
sequence

Fragments

Query fragment

Target fragments

3. We then return the target fragment number with the highest maximum 
score and do a final realignment with Smith Waterman. This is then given 
to LASTZ as a high scoring segment which is further expanded if possible.

Figure 2 Overview of our genome alignment method

Algorithm 3 MaxSub Genome Alignment
Input: Input genomes Q and T of lengths m and n respectively
Output: Pairwise alignments of substrings of Q and T
Procedure:

1. Split the genomeQ into fragments of lengthw with consecutive fragment separated by a step length of s nucleotides.
We do this with a moving window across Q starting at position 0 and moving forward by s nucleotides each time.
Let Qf be the set of such fragments.
2. Treat the fragments in Qf as pseudo short reads and run MaxSSmap [21] with input as Qf as reads and T as the
reference genome sequence. The MaxSSmap program performs short read alignment against the genome with the
maximum scoring subsequence and runs on a Graphics Processing Unit for parallelism. This step produces aligned
reads which we consider as high scoring segments between the query and target.
3. Pass our high scoring fragments on to LASTZ which expands the fragment to give a complete aligned block.



3 Results

3.1 Experimental performance study

3.1.1 Datasets

We obtain simulated whole genome sequence alignments for primates and mammals from the Alignathon study [10]
as a measure of ground truth. The genomes were simulated with the Evolver whole genome evolutionary model [22].
The Evolver evolutionary model is highly complex and incorporates all known genome evolutionary events.

The primate pairwise alignments are easy to determine as previously shown [10]. Thus we focus on the mammalian
dataset that contains more evolutionary distant species relative to the primates. The mammallian dataset contains
multiple whole genome alignments of several chromosomes from five mammals: dog, cow, rat, mouse, and human. We
extract pairwise alignments of chromosomes between all pairs of genomes and use them as a ground truth. Specifically
we study the accuracy of alignments of the following pairs of genomes:

Species Chromosomes (length in parenthesis)
Human F (41MB), J (88MB)

Dog A (39MB), D (35MB) , F (64MB)
Rat A (45MB), Q (54MB), R (88MB)
Cow A (42MB), B (86MB)

Mouse F (60MB), L (71MB)
Table 1 Genome sequences (and their lengths in million bases) used in our experimental study

3.1.2 Measure of accuracy

We measure the number of false positives, false negatives, true positives, and true negatives from which we calculate
the precision, recall, and f-score. The false positives are number of aligned nucleotides that are present in the computed
alignment but missing in the true one while the true positive measures number of correctly aligned nucleotides. The false
negatives are aligned nucleotides in the true alignment that are missing from the computed one and the true negative is
undefined. From these we calculate the precision, recall, and f-score as

precision = truepositive
truepositive+falsepositive

recall = truepositive
truepositive+falsenegative

fscore = 2× precision×recall
precision+recall

3.1.3 Experimental platform and source code

We conduct all experiments on computing nodes equipped with Intel Xeon E5-2630-v4 CPUs and NVIDIA Tesla P100
16GB Pascal GPUs. We implement our method with Python programs and make external system calls to MaxSSmap
[21] for determining anchors.

3.1.4 Programs compared and parameters

We compare our genome alignment method to the popular LASTZ program [5]. LASTZ has been shown
previously in the Alignathon study to perform competitively against other genome alignment programs [10]. We use
optimal parameters for the human genome given in the UCSC genomewiki http://genomewiki.ucsc.edu/
index.php/Hg38_100-way_conservation_lastz_parameters. We use these parameters for all genome
sequences used in this study: –inner=2000 –transition –ydrop=9400 –masking=0 –gap=400,30
–gappedthresh=3000 –format=maf
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Figure 3 Effect of step size and window size on the accuracy and runtime of our genome alignment method. Here we show

f-scores for aligning the ratQ and dogA chromosomes. In (a) we fix the window size at 400 and in (b) we fix the step
size to 40. In both cases we see that a higher window and step size gives better f-scores for this pair of chromosomes. In
(c) we fix the step size to 160 and see that the runtime is almost linearly correlated with the window size.

3.1.5 GPU parameters

In the GPU architecture there are several multiprocessors each of which can execute several threads (usually 32) at the
same time. The number of jobs to run in this architectures can be arranged into blocks and threads [23]. In MaxSSmap
the number of jobs to run is set to the target genome length divided by a specified target fragment length of 480 that
we use in our experiments. We use a fixed number of threads of 256 in each run and obtain the number of blocks
automatically by dividing the number of jobs by number of threads. For bacterial genomes we recommend a fragment
of length of 48 and for human size genomes 4800. The GPU global required memory is the number of characters in the
target genome. In our case the largest genome sequence is 88MB but for a human genome 3GB global memory would
be required.

3.2 Effect of fragment and step size

We first study the effect of fragment and step size on our method with the ratQ chromosome as the query and dogA
chromosome as the target. In Figure 3(a) we show the effect of increasing the step length with a fixed fragment size of
400. We see that the f-score increases as the step length increases. In Figure 3(b) we see that the f-score increases if
we fix the step size at 40 and increase the fragment size. In both cases the improvement in accuracy is very little and
similar but the effect on runtime is much greater. In Figure 3(c) we see that the runtime increases almost linearly as we
increase the window size.

A larger window size means more coverage of the query and thus better hits and higher f-scores. However, this
comes at a cost of runtime because each GPU thread is aligning a longer sequence than before. This may appear strange
at first because a larger query window size means fewer sequences to be aligned, whereas a short length means more
sequences but in both cases we have the same number of characters in the query reads. This can be explained by the fact
that GPUs are optimal for running thousands of short functions quickly and simultaneously as opposed to functions
that take longer to run [24]. A large window size means each GPU thread takes longer to find the best hit to the genome
and thus increase the overall runtime.

3.3 Comparison to LASTZ on simulated data

We now compare the f-score of LASTZ to our method on several pairwise genome sequences. We set the fragment size
to 800 and the step size to 160 in our method. In Figure 4 we see the f-score of our method and LASTZ on selected
pairs of chromosomes. In every case we see that the high scoring segments given by our maximum scoring subsequence
approach give alignments with higher f-scores than LASTZ. Thus the high scoring fragments given by our more exact
approach indeed pays off in the downstream analysis.

In Figure 5 we compare the time taken (in hours) by our method and LASTZ. The runtime for our method includes
the time for running MaxSSmap and for LASTZ to produce a final alignment with our high scoring segments (the latter
is much lower than the former). We see that our method takes longer since it uses a more exact approach for finding
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Figure 4 We see that our genome alignment method gives a higher f-score than LASTZ in every pair of genomes tested.

high scoring segments. Our runtimes are still tractable (comparable to LASTZ in some cases) and could potentially be
lowered with a shorter window size than 800 that we use here (see Figure 3(c)).
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Figure 5 The increase in accuracy by our method comes at a cost of additional runtime. However, they are comparable in some
cases and still tractable.

In total we examined 18 pairs of genomes and obtained an average f-score of 0.5 with our method vs 0.24 with
LASTZ. Our method takes an average of 5.4 hours whereas LASTZ finishes in an average of 2.28 hours. Thus we
obtain an improvement of doubled f-score at the cost of doubled runtime. However, the additional runtime is still in
hours as opposed to days and weeks. We expect it to be half with a window size of 400 which makes it the same as
LASTZ but it may lower the f-score as well.

4 Discussion and Future Work

Our work here is an initial study to evaluate the effect of using more exact high scoring segments for genome alignment.
Instead of MaxSSmap other short read aligners could be used in our algorithm. For example CUDASW++ that uses
Smith Waterman could give similar results as shown here, however it is also much slower than MaxSSmap [21]. We
don’t expect an advantage with mainstream short read aligners that are based on hash-tables. In results not shown here
we obtained comparable results to the standalone LASTZ if we replace the MaxSSmap step in our algorithm with a
state of the art short read aligner such as NextGenMap [25].

Our LASTZ alignment scores are lower than reported ones in the Alignathon study [10]. This is possibly due to
post processing methods that we did not apply here. One such post-processing is to remove overlapping regions with
the single_cov2 program that may affect final alignments given both by LASTZ and our method [26].

In future work we plan to compare this to other alignment programs such as Pecan [8] and study the effect of
post-processing alignments (such as removing overlapping regions [26]). We will apply our method on real genome



sequences and evaluate the alignments there by counting number of correctly aligned genes as done previously [7].
We also plan to visualize our genome alignments to identify regions aligned differently with our method. Finally, our
alignments may give more accurate evolutionary distance matrices which in turn would give better whole genome
phylogenies.

5 Conclusion

We determine high scoring segments with the maximum scoring subsequence around which a whole genome alignment
is then built. We show that our segments give more accurate alignments than segments identified with standard hash-table
methods.
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